Citat till t-shirt
1.
Dance to the RHYTHM of your SOUL
2.
Dance to the MUSIC in the MUSIC
3.
Dance is the hidden
language of the soul
4.
The problem is not making up steps
but deciding which ones to keep
5.
Dancing is creating a sculpture
visible only for a moment
6.
Dance is the ritual of immortality
7.
DANCE
Defeat all negativity
(via) creative expression
8.
I have a NEED
to dance
9.
Dance with your heart
and your feet will follow
10.
Dance is my freedom
11.
Dance is like dreaming with your feet
12.
Never
Stop
Dancing
13.
When life gives you lemons
DANCE
14.
Don’t be so focused on the steps
that you forget to dance
15.
DANCE is in my BLOOD

16.
You never know how strong you are
until you dance all night in heels

30.
There are shortcuts to happiness
dancing is one of them

17.
Musicality: The ability of a dancer
to become one with the music

31.
Dance is a conversation
between body and soul

18.
Always say
YES to
DANCING

32.
I did everything he did,
but backwards
and in high heels

19.
I know what real passion feels like
I dance

33.
Thinking is the biggest mistake a
dancer could make.
You have to feel

20.
Save the last dance for me
21.
Get up and
DANCE
22.
Addicted to
KIZOMBA

34.
If you stumble,
make it a part of the dance
35.
They call it dance. I call it life
36.
Never miss a chance to dance

23.
KEEP CALM
and
TARRAXINHA
RESPONSIBLY

37.
Dance is music made visible
38.
Dancing is the closest thing to magic

24.
KEEP CALM
And
KIZOMBA

39.
When you can dance for hours
but get tired after running
for two minutes

25.
Eat. Dance. Sleep. Repeat

40.
Dance is my drug

26.
Dance like no one is watching

41.
Social life is dancing

27.
Dancers don’t need wings to fly

42.
Dance. It’s cheaper than therapy

28.
I dance with my heart
not my mind

43.
Don’t practice until you get it right
Practice until you can’t get it wrong

29.
Dance to express
not to impress

44
Practice like a beast
Look like a beauty
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45.
No standing. Only dancing
46.
It’s not about the shoes
It’s what you do in them
47.
You don’t always get what you wish for
You get what you work for
48.
Dance is not a competition
It’s a passion
49.
Dancing with the feet is one thing
Dancing with the heart is one other
50.
Eat. Breathe. Sleep. Dance.
51.
Addicted to dance

61.
Dance is my "dope"
without harmful side effects
62.
Dance with passion and your soul
will meet others in perfect harmony
63.
Att dansa är att leva
64.
Dansa som en norrlänning
65.
Det är jobbigt att inte dansa
66.
Dance is my passion
67.
As long as you smile
our dance will be perfect

52.
Dance is silent poetry

68.
People say I'm crazy
I just say I love to dance

53.
Dance can only hurt your feet
Never your heart

69.
There is no such thing
as "just" following

54.
Dance enables you to find yourself and
lose yourself at the same time

70.
If you dance with your heart
your body will follow

55.
Close your eyes. Breathe. Dance.

71.
Jag dansar med hjärtat

56.
To touch, to move, to inspire
It is the true gift of dance

72.
It's not a mistake, it's a variation!

57.
Dancing in heels should count as
a superpower
58.
Dancing is my kind of workout
59.
You know you’re a dancer
when you spot during spinning
on a computer chair
60.
I love to dance
because it’s the words I can’t speak

73.
Seven days without dance
makes one weak
74.
En bugg är en förlorad fox
75.
If dance were easy,
it would be called football
76.
(Embrace + Walk) x Feelings = Tango
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